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Agriculture needs long-term action beyond 
financial support packages

Indian Express 

"PM-Kisan & similar schemes can cause more harm than good without durable farm sector re-
forms and development of complementary marketing infrastructure."

 The Pradhan Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi (PM-KISAN) scheme provides financial support of 
Rs 6,000 annually, payable in three equal installments to every farmer owning up to two hectares of 
agricultural land. Telangana had earlier pioneered a similar intervention through its Rythu Bandhu 
scheme giving farmer-owners Rs 8,000 per acre per year. Odisha’s Krushak Assistance for Livelihood 
and Income Augmentation or KALIA scheme widened the package (Rs 10,000-12,500 annual support 
per family) to include even share-croppers and landless agricultural households.
 Strikingly, no ruling party, however, has evinced adequate interest in addressing the root of the 
problems confronting the farming community.
 Food security is a sine qua non for national security, and also the reason for humongous farm 
subsidies being provided in most developed and even some developing countries. There can be no 
disagreement that our farmers deserve a better deal. Successive governments, in order to enhance 
foodgrain production, have made large investments in irrigation, subsidised farm inputs, and pro-
vided minimum support price (MSP) support for procurement of marketable surpluses. At the time 
of Independence, India produced a mere 50 million tonnes of foodgrains for a population of about 
350 million, and had to resort to foreign food aid. After seven decades, despite population growing by 
nearly four times, the country is foodgrain-surplus, with production having increased by six times.
 It would be a travesty of truth to say that the farm sector is under greater stress today than in 
the past. While the visibility of distress is definitely more now due to increased media coverage, critical 
issues get side-tracked, allowing ruling parties to get away with just announcing relief packages when-
ever elections draw near. Without durable farm sector reforms and development of complementary 
marketing infrastructure, the situation can, in fact, deteriorate. Even if intentions of governments are 
noble, their so-called financial support packages may cause more harm than good in the longer run.
 What could make things worse, more so in eastern India, are laws that have rendered share-
cropping illegal. Since these laws have been sanitised by making them beyond judicial review, states 
agencies generally shy away from capturing share-cropping data, as its large-scale prevalence would 
expose the owners as absentee landlords. Given this legal architecture, it would be interesting to see 
how Odisha implements KALIA, having officially recognised illegal entities called share-croppers 
as eligible for state subsidy. Further, involving Gram Panchayats in identifying eligible beneficiaries 
might lead to the scheme’s politicisation and decentralising corrupt practices.
 Implementation of financial support packages is complicated by land records, whose upda-
tion has never been prioritised in most states. Absentee landlords have two options. First, forego 
acknowledging share-cropping, since creation of data records of tenants to enable financial support 
might weaken their legitimacy of ownership. This would, then, be double jeopardy for share-croppers, 
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already subsisting at the mercy of their landlords. Second, they could claim the financial assistance 
for themselves, which may even be more than their returns from share-croppers. In coastal Odisha, 
lakhs of acres of fertile agricultural land are currently left fallow due to low productivity and expensive 
labour. The incentive to leave lands fallow might only go up now.
Ruling parties have also been announcing farm loan waivers and hiking MSPs. About three-fourths 
of crop loans are extended by cooperative banks, which have had a positive impact in Gujarat and 
Maharashtra. But in most other states, rain-fed agriculture has rarely drawn serious attention of either 
the cooperatives or commercial banks. In many cases, agricultural loans are paper transactions, with 
subsistence farmers even unaware of the outstanding dues against them. Loan waiver exercises largely 
enrich undeserving individuals or entities faking transactions. The lower incidence of suicides among 
stressed farmers in eastern states could, perhaps, even be due to their non-eligibility for institutional 
credit (and being dependent mainly on local money-lenders) or blissful ignorance of their fabricated 
loan liabilities. Resource-poor farmers are generally voiceless and incapable of undertaking aggressive 
forms of protests. As regards MSPs, they not only lack legal basis, but also extend only to a limited 
range of crops. Farmer suicides, moreover, aren’t necessarily relatable to the crops for which MSPs ex-
ist. Farmers producing seasonal fruits and vegetables suffer, whenever there is a bumper harvest and 
there is no MSP protection for them.
 Financial support or loan waivers can help temporarily, if at all. Long-term relief requires struc-
tural reform of the farm sector and investments in infrastructure. Irrigation is the lifeline for agricul-
ture. While the cost of creating irrigation potential is over Rs 15 lakh per hectare, only nominal charges 
are realised from farmers. Also, there is little emphasis on water use efficiency; reports of salinity-in-
duced degradation of soil quality and contamination of groundwater are legion. Numerous irrigation 
projects stand incomplete in perpetuity. Even where completed, the area actually irrigated often does 
not match the original projection. A third-party audit and verification of investment returns in the last 
20 years can easily expose this gap.
 Equally important is developing infrastructure for storage, processing, sorting, grading, pack-
aging and marketing of varied agricultural produce, depending upon commercial demand trends. 
Farmers need to be made aware of the qualitative and standardisation aspects to ensure better returns 
and break the stranglehold of intermediaries who buy their perishable produce at pitiful prices. Agri-
culture is a state subject under the Constitution. Farmers’ problems, too, cannot also be viewed alike 
across all states and regions. Paddy in Punjab is as much a cash crop as cotton is in Maharashtra, and 
both have developed the requisite storage and disposal infrastructure for these crops. States such as 
Odisha have failed to create such enabling infrastructure for their farmers, who, then, rarely benefit 
even from increases in MSPs.
 In the course of providing relief packages, time-bound efforts to create conducive ecosystem 
for serving the long-term interests of farmers also need to be made. The Centre and states must work 
jointly, by investing heavily in critical areas and encouraging the private sector to develop cold storage 
and warehousing infrastructure, besides putting up processing units particularly for perishable com-
modities.
 The current thinking across the political spectrum runs the risk of agriculture becoming a 
vocation with lost respectability and making farmers increasingly subservient to the munificence of 
rulers. Heavily-subsidised foodgrains, and even cooked meals in some states, have already started 
showing adverse effects on the human psyche, instinct for survival and sense of pride. Financial dole-
outs to small and marginal farmers risk incentivising further fragmentation of holdings, which is 
counterproductive when technology in agricultural production is no longer scale-neutral. Contract 
farming and share-cropping need to be formalised. Both the Centre and states should differentiate 
between short-term and long-term needs of agriculture in the interest of the actual tiller and national 
food security.
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Prime Minister Kisan Samman Nidhi 
(PM- Kisan) Scheme 

Why in the discussion?
 à Recently, Prime Minister Kisan Samman 

Nidhi (PM-Kisan) scheme was launched in 
Gorakhpur on February 24, 2019 by Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi.

 à This scheme has been implemented by 
the Indian government throughout the 
country for increasing the income of 
small and marginal farmers and for their 
golden future.

 à Prime Minister Narendra Modi has 
launched the Prime Minister Kisan 
Samman Nidhi (PM Kisan) scheme of Rs. 
75,000 crores.

 à The announcement of the Prime Minister 
Kisan Samman Nidhi Yojana (PM-Kisan) 
was made on the interim budget 2019-20 
on February 1, 2019.

 à Under this scheme, 6000 rupees per 
year will be given to small and marginal 
farming families of joint holding / 
ownership of upto 2 hectares.

main point
 à This amount will be given in three installments 

of each beeing the amount 2000 rupees.
 à This amount will be transferred directly 

to beneficiaries' bank account through 
direct benefit transfer. DBT will ensure 
transparency in the entire process and 
save farmers time.

 à The Prime Minister-Kisan Yojana is a 
Central Sector Scheme of 100 percent 
financing from the Indian government. 
This scheme has been effective from 
01.12.2018 for transfer of benefits to 
eligible beneficiaries.

 à The existing land ownership system will 
be used for identification of beneficiaries 

in the States / UT (Union territories). 
Those who have their names in the land 
records till 01 February 2019 will be 
considered eligible for the benefit of this 
scheme.

an objective
 à The objective of the Prime Minister-Kisan 

scheme is to provide financial assistance in 
the financial needs of the SMF in achieving 
various inputs to ensure proper crop health 
and suitable yield according to the estimated 
agricultural income at the end of each crop 
cycle.

 à This will save them from getting entangled 
in the clutches of the monej lender for 
the fulfillment of such expenses and 
their regularity in agricultural activities 
will also be ensured.

Who will not get the benefit?
 à If one or more members of a farmer's family 

are in the following categories, formerly or 
currently employed in an institutional post, 
existing or former minister, minister of state, 
Lok Sabha-Rajya Sabha, former or current 
members of the Legislative Council, before 
Municipal Corporations or Existing mayor 
and district panchayats  in existing or former 
chairperson of scheme, they will not get the 
benefit of this.

 à In addition to the existing or retired 
employees of the Central and State 
Governments, regular employees of the 
local bodies (in which multi-tasking 
staff-category four-group D employees 
are not included) will not get the benefit 
of this scheme.

 à All retired employees or pensioners who 
have a monthly pension of Rs 10,000 or 
above will also not get the benefit of this 
scheme.
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Note: Answer of Prelims Expected Question given on 27 Feb. is 1(b)

Expected Questions (Prelims Exams) Expected Questions (Mains Exams)

Q. Recently in discussion, Pradhan Mantri Kisan 
Samman Nidhi yojana is an immediate effec-
tive step in agriculture sector whereas there 
is a necessity of widespread reform and strong 
steps to be taken to end the problems before 
agricultural community. Describe. 

        (250 Words)   
   

1. Consider the following statements regarding 
the Pradhan Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi 
Yojana- 

1. This scheme has been started by the prime Minister 
in Gorakhpur on 24 January, 2019.

 2. Under this scheme, the small and marginal farmer 
families having joint holding/ownership upto 2 
hectare will be given Rs. 600 per year which will be 
provided in two installments. 

3.  Through this scheme farmers will be saved 
from the clutches of money lenders and their 
regularity in agricultural activities will also be 
ensured 

Which of the above statements are correct?
(a) 1 and 2
(b) 1 and 3
(c) 1, 2 and 3
(d) None of the above 


